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“We blend time-honored techniques from the world
of theatre and performance with our developed
communication tools to ensure you connect with
your audience with confidence and credibility”

COACHING PROGRAMME

VOCAL PRESENCE
Imagine instantly improving any presentation or speaking style, simply by controlling your
voice and body deliberately
Imagine influencing and engaging your audience in the strongest way
What would that mean to you and your business?

Deliberately using your voice as an effective communication tool is a skill. Like all skills it can
be taught, learned and practiced to become better. Learn how to use the voice
proactively to engage and connect with
So, whether you need to speak with key stakeholders, C level executives or to
influence your team in a confident, credible manner, we give you the confidence
to enjoy doing so.

THE RESULTS FROM THIS PROGRAMME:
•

Ensures an increase in confidence and credibility when communicating with key
decision makers, leadership and clients

•

When clients communicate with confidence, gravitas and authority they
are more empowered to grow in their roles, achieve targets, have greater
productivity and ultimately achieve business growth

•

Ensures greater clarity to communicate the right message in the best way possible so
clients are engage, inspire and influence audiences

•

Greater confidence and credibility will enhance business and personal
brand and reputation which is key in today’s competitive market

•

Greater connection with audiences, customers and colleagues, resulting in building
and maintaining more effective, sustainable business relationships

ConfidentSpeak have taken a hugely complex subject and condensed it into a very useful
encapsulation, that allows others to develop these skills in a real manner”
Principal Consultant – FRS Recruitment
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COACHING PROGRAMME

“The best, easiest to adopt, most effective comms training I've ever done -and I've
done many! - Good for all levels, backgrounds”
Sr. Manager – Symantec

“Your training programme has allowed me to deliver an effective message that my
audience can relate to.
I have become a more effective communicator”
Sean Ryan, Sales Director, Kerry Group

“I highly recommend ConfidentSpeak to business professionals who are motivated
to improve their communication skills in professional and personal life”
Eibhlin Payne, Director Blizzard Entertainment

“It was better than expected.
I found every aspect very practical and useful. It's a very good service and I hope
to do more training with ConfidentSpeak in the future”
Breda Keena
Founder of Depublish
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COACHING PROGRAMME

OUR SOLUTION FOR YOU

We want to take your anxiety away with respect to your voice, accent and
speaking style and replace it with a confident, authentic speaker. Our
programmes are bespoke (or tailored) for you; here is what we would like to
propose:

VISION & STRATEGY

We need to define what your vision for yourself is as a speaker. If I was to ask you to
“wave a magic wand” what do you want by the end of this programme? Once
we know what you are really looking for, we can set a strategy in place for you to
achieve this. We will identify the steps that need to be focused on to help you
achieve this vocal and speaking success.

SKILLS SET

We need to equip you with techniques and skills that you can rely on to build your vocal
expertise resulting in a composed, engaging communicator. See below for specifics on Skills
Set. Using tools such as video and audio recordings, your vocal experts coach you into using
all these skills to gain the results you want.

MINDSET
Based on our initial discussion, I felt that your Mindset (in relation to your voice,
accent and speaking style was one of self-limiting beliefs. You perform to a very
high standard in many areas, but you lack belief in your vocal/speaking abilities.
We would work on your “inner critic”, build your confidence and help change your
current “limiting Mindset” to one of empowerment towards speaking.

SUCCESS PLANNING

Together we will design an Action Plan, so that you know exactly what you need to
do to prepare vocally for any speaking opportunity. You will know (1) How to
prepare your voice for all speaking engagements so you build that instant
connection and engagement with your audience (2) How to manage your
Mindset (self-talk) and nerves.
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COACHING PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME SKILLSET MASTERCLASSES
Comprehensive assessment to identify your key challenges
Dedicated specialist consultant
Recording and analysis
Due to the practical nature of this course, you get to test and self-critique your
progress.
CS Progress Report after each (121) session, to further enhance your skills

Evaluation of your current vocal and speaking style
Understanding the role played by posture, breath, tension and resonance to
Masterclass
Voice Lab

ensure your strong vocal presence
Understanding the vocal mechanism, so you understand anatomically the
potential of your voice
Understanding correct breathing to enhance your vocal and physical
presence to support a composed communicator

“Own your space” vocally & physically to engage and connect with listeners
Masterclass
Vocal &
Executive
Presence

Using volume and pitch strategically
Learning when and how to use emphasis to focus your listeners
Understanding and learning to build emotional connection with listeners
Understanding Pace and Timing – keep them on the edge of their seats!
“The Power of the Pause” Make sure they HEAR your message
Understand the power of pause and pace

Masterclass

Learning how to sound instantly more credible and professional through strong

Clarity &

Articulation

Commitment

If required - address accent issues, mispronounced sounds etc.
Understand the importance of vowels and consonants to build gravitas &
clarity
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COACHING PROGRAMME

CS SOLUTIONS

GOOD OPTION

BETTER OPTION

VOCAL & EXECUTIVE PRESENCE
OPEN PROGRAMME

FAST TRACK PROGRAMME

Analysis of individual online

Tailored intensive programme

individual

.5 day

PER MONTH

BEST OPTION
3 MONTH IMMERSIVE PROGRAMME
Pre course preparation, interview bespoke to each

Survey

Specific modules covered as per

(1 x 4 hour session or 2 x 2 hour)

Skill Sets (page 7)

FOLLOWED BY

1 x 2.5 hour immersive session each month

(Full details available)

1 hour video conference call

FOLLOWED BY

Phone Consultation with client

Masterclass in elements of:

On-going feedback and mentoring

Group Setting

Vocal & Executive Presence –

Access to your coach for non-urgent phone calls,

1 x 1 hour video conference mentoring call

emails outside planned sessions
1 Day event – held at Irish
Management Institute, Dublin
OR

Masterclasses:
Results:

Farnham Estate Conference

•

Centre, Co Cavan
•
Results:
(Refer to page 4)

Vocal Presence – connecting with audiences
Connecting with audiences to

Executive Presence – building gravitas and

achieve your desired results

authority

Advice on building gravitas

Executive coaching - building self-confidence and

and authority with audiences

belief

•

Critiquing of existing style

•

Mentoring on specific gaps

Results:

FOLLOWED BY

•

Increase in confidence and credibility

1x 1 hour video conference

•

Empowered to achieve

coaching call

Included in this programme:

business & personal growth
through speaking with gravitas

Included in this programme:

(1) All ConfidentSpeak Materials

•

(2) Video Recordings
All ConfidentSpeak Materials

the right message in the best way possible
•

Video recordings
•

Support with Action Planning

included)

Enhances personal brand,
reputation and connections

Specific constructive feedback

(Venue, Refreshments, Parking

Ensures greater charisma to communicate

Greater connection with listeners resulting in
more sustainable business relationships

(Venue, Refreshments, Parking included)

Included: complimentary invitation to our Vocal &
Executive Presence Open programme
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COACHING PROGRAMME

OUR FRIENDS
Variations of this programme have a proven track record for effectiveness. It has
been delivered on an on-going basis, tailored to each individuals specific needs,
from multinational companies such as Blizzard Entertainment, Ericsson, and Google
and is continually updated to reflect any changes in best practice.

Read what our clients say:
http://www.confidentspeak.com/04-what-our-clients-say/
“We blend time-honored techniques from the world of theatre and performance
with our developed communication and coaching tools to ensure you connect
with your audience with confidence and credibility
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